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WORLD DIRECTORY MAILED -UPDATE COMING SOON 

On Monday, January 16th a large truck arrived with the World 
Directory from the printer in Salt Lake City, Utah. A 
celebration was quickly held as we unloaded the truck and began 
to package tbe Directories for shipment. There were just over 
400 orders for the Directory , some of the orders had been 
received last summer when the time table for production was first 
announced. It has been a great relief to have them and be able 
to provide them to the Fellowship. Al l of the back orders on 
file since the announcement l ast summer were filled and shipped 
by Wednesday , the 18th of January. 

Prior to the announcement in the NEWSLINE for July 1983 that 
the World Directory would probably available after October 15th , 
orders for the Directory were not f llled and no back order system 
wa$ maintained. It had been the policy of WSO to substitute 
other items of literature for the value of any order for the 
Directory. This was done because there had not previously been 
a probable completion date for the Directory. 

Because there had not been a probable completion date, it was 
felt that substitution was the most logical answer. The work on 
the Directory at that time bad been slow. The data was fed into 
a magnetic tape recording type word processing machine and 
about the time 2/3 of it had been completed , the tapes 
inadvertently were destroyed. Work had to start from the 
beginning again. 

The World Directory will not be reprinted in its entirety for 
at least two years. During the next two years updates will be 
printed on a quarterly basis. The first update is being worked 
on at this time and will be available on March 15, 1984. There 
are already over 175 new meetings that will be added in this 
first update . 

The updates will be printed on paper the same si2e as the 
Directory 8 1/2" by 5 1/2" with the three holes prepunched. These 
update pages can be added to the fron t or back and notation of 
the new information can be penciled in on the appropriate page. 
For some pages where a substantial change takes place in the 
information, a compl ete revision page will be printed and the old 
page can be replaced. 

The first update will be sent to everyone who has at that 
time been sent a Directory. The update will also be included 
with every Directory sent, after that date. Por those who have 
already purchased the IY1rectory the first update will be sent at 
no cost. Each of the subsequent quarterly updates can be 
obtained automatically by subscribin9 to the update service. The 
cost to receive the updates for the first year is $4.BB. You can 
renew your update subscription next year for the updates to be 
mailed in that year . 

The WSO would like to be able to send the updates without 
charging for them, but to do so would place the cost for this 
particular service on the purchasers of other liter ature. So to 
keep the cost of other literature items from chaning, this new 
service must be self-supporting . 

* * * * * OPEN BOUSE A TREMENDOUS SUCCESS * * * * * 
We would like to thank the wonderful people who visited our 

new home, or called to wish us well, for our open house. It was 
terrific. Over 190 visitors came by to share some coffee and get 
acquainted and many cal led , even from as far as Hawaii and New 
~ersey. Thank you for your love and support . Remember everyone 
is welcome to stop by and get acqauinted any time you are in the 
Los Angeles area. 
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* * * * * BASIC TEXT IN GREAT SUPPLY * * * * * 
Our most recent NEWSLINE gave notice we had received 10,000 

copies of the Basic Text near the end of December. Since their 
arrival we have shipped out all of that entire shipment of 
10,0001 But do not worry, we received a subsequent shipment of 
10,000, so our supply is OK. Another shipment with 10,000 is due 
about February 15th. 

The order rate for the Text varies considerably. one week 
might show only 350 orders while the next week might be l,000 or 
more. More and more treatment centers are buying the Text for 
their patients. These orders tend to be for 50 or 109 at a time. 

There have been many who have questioned the cost of the 
Text. It has been necessary to establish the cost for the Text 
at an amount sufficient to create a prudent reserve for the 
operation of the Text ordering by the Office. Each order for 
books requires a 59% advance payment. Complete payment must be 
made upon delivery of the Texts . Because of the lengthy lead 
time for each order of Texts, a great deal of money is advanced 
as we now keep one or more orders or 10,000 being worked on at 
any time. Additionally, the books will not always be sold at the 
same fast rate. The temporary result is both cash payments that 
must be made and a growing inventory supply. The alternative is 
to accept the practice of having periods of time when we are out 
of stock of the Text. This alternative is not acceptable. 

THE N.A. WAY MAGAZINE 

Since the last NEWSLINE, the September, October and November 
issues were received from the printer and mailed. The N.A. Way 
Committee held a workshop during January to write several issues 
of the magazine. These issues will be printed and be ready for 
distribution in the near future. 

The first issue of the magazine was distributed in September 
1982 and those first subscribers were due for renewal notices at 
the time the September 1983 issue was mailed. However, the 
Stepember 1983 issue was not mailed until January 1984. By 
agreement with the Committee Chairperson , no renewal notices were 
sent and we decided to wait until it looked like we were going to 
be able to begin sending the magazine on a regular schedule close 
to the month each issue was due. It looks like we are as close 
to that kind of schedule as we are going to get. 

Consequently, our office will be sending subscription renewal 
notices during the next few weeks to all subscribers who started 
their subscriptions prior to March 1983. Each month thereafter 
the renewals ~ill be mailed on a . regular. hasis. 

* * * * * WORLD SERVICE CONFERENCE NOTES * * * * * 
Last October an arrangement had been made between the WSC 

Literature Committee for WSO to offer to Literature Review 
Committees throughout the fellowship, copies of literature to be 
reviewed. We were to sell these at our cost. At that time there 
were seven separate publications; two were over 70 pages each and 
two others were between 5 and 20 pages. Our cost was estimated 
to be $10.00 for the reproduction and mailing expense of each 
set. Since that time the number of publications to be reviewed 
has been reduced by the Literature Committee and none of them are 
over seven pages. we have continued to receive orders, 
accompanied by the $10.00 for the full package. we have been 
sending out the three items for review and returning the 
payments, minus one dollar. If your local literature committee 
desires to order the material, the package cost is only $1.99. 
If at a later date, the WSC Literature Committee returns the 
larger publications to the review list, the package price would 
change again. 
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The package of material tnat the Fellowship should review 
that will be the agenda items of tbe World Service Conference 
will be sent shortly. The material contains recommendations for 
new changes in the s tructure of N.A. If you desire to see this 
material, you must obtain it from your areas service 
representative who will have to obtain it from the regional 
service representative or the regional service committee. The 
current N.A. structure specifies that all such review material be 
submitted to the Fellowship not less than 60 days prior to the 
start of the conference. Although it was hoped that more time 
would have been made available for the review process, it was not 
possible. 

* * * * * * * SPECIAL NOTICE * * * * * * * 
It bas rececently come to the attention of the Board of 

Trustees, the Chairman of the World Service Conference and the 
Chairperson of the World service Conference Literature 
Subcommittee and the World Service Office that an unknown person 
or persons have mailed a pamphlet throughout the Fellowship 
entitled "Participationft. The Board o~ Trustee cna1rperson, the 
WSC Chairman, the WSC Literature subcommittee Chairperson and the 
President of the World Service Office Board of Directors have 
each asked that a disclaimer be printed in this edition of the 
NEWSLINE. 

The above enumerated trusted servants did not have previous 
knowledge of this pamphlet and desire that the Fellowship know 
that the distribution of such a pamphlet constitutes a 
contravention of the service structure and disregards all of the 
procedures that have been adopted by the Fellowship regarding the 
of approval of literature. Certainly all of the individuals in 
the Fellowship that have been active in or knowledgeab'le of the 
work in recent years concerning the creation of literature, know 
that the mailing of a pamphlet without first having been 
submitted to the World Service Conference Literature Subcommittee 
is inappropriate and counter productive to the literature 
approval process. 

It is suggested by the trusted servants of each of the 
service arms noted above that the pamphlet be disregarded and not 
reproduced. The World Service Conference Literature Subcommittee 
will add this unknown pamphlet to its current list of items as 
input. The consideration of this item, as with all other 
proposed literature will be reviewed according to the procedures 
previously approved by the Fellowship. 

* * * * * * * REPORT FROM THE TRUSTEES * * * * * * * 
The WSB wishes to thank Bo s. for contributing this montns 
Article on the Traditions. Bo was elected to the WSB at the 
World Service Conference meeting in Hay 1983. Be is a former 
World Literature Sub-committee Chairman and has been active in 
service from the beginning of his recovery. 

TBB TWELVE TRADITIONS OF 
NARCOTICS ANONYMOUS 

•TRADITION ONE• 

The Twelve Traditions section of the White Booklet and our 
Basic Text, Narcotics Anonymous, contains lines about vigilance 
and the ties which bind us together. We have been discovering a 
great deal about these thin9s in the last few years as 
individuals and as a Fellowship. 

We are finding that it is easie.r to avoid a Traditions 
violation than it is to do anything much about it once such a 
violation has occurred. The reason for this lies in the 
spiritual nature of our program. The Traditions aren't laws with 
jail sentences or legal penalties for violations. Tbey are every 
bit as spiritual as our Steps. What happens when we violate tbe 
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principles in one of our Twelve Steps? we burtl And so do those 
around us. Following the principles in our Traditions is a way 
to stop hurting. Being a part of our local Fellowship and N.A. 
as a whole, something we say before we address an N.A. meeting , 
gives us a sense of identity and security we have usually done 
without for a long time when we get here. As we grow in 
recovery, live our Steps and increasingly function as a part of 
the N.A. Fellowship, our unity gives us peace. 

The Twelve Traditions could well be called the Twelve 
Essentials because it would be impossible to imagine N.A. without 
them. We would quickly become involved in issues which have 
nothing to do with recovery and in place of our primary purpose 
being help to the suffering addict, we would have a bureaucratic 
nightmare. The reason this will never happen is that you can't 
have the controls on a spirited Fellowship of recovering addicts 
required to truely violate them. While the parts may suffer, the 
whole will survive and live to better days. To violate a 
Tradition is to take a Step away from N.A. and for any of our 
members, pain and misery follow quickly. The only thing we can 
do is to turn around and come back. There will always be those 
who understand and want to help. We have to stay in touch with 
the whole. 

We're all in this together and each of us is as important as 
the rest. we need to remember that we are involved with the 
process of learning to live without drugs. Our difficulties are 
compounded when we get side tracked on issues which make us 
forget our personal need for help or our ability to help others. 
we addicts are great ones for getting caught up in problems which 
don't directly concern us and seem to have a characteristic 
facination with taking sides. 

Our First step in recovery gives us a chance to get in touch 
with the fact that we lack the power to manage our lives and our 
First Tradition points to the fact that our best chance for 
survival lies with the group and not by going it alone. When we 
are critical of others or get our feelings hurt, we rebel and 
forget that we can give our very best to any situation before us 
by applying the principles of the Twelve Steps of N.A. We can 
surrender, ask for help, take our own inventory, allow defects to 
be removed, make amends, adl!lit fault, pray, meditate and enjoy a 
spiritual awakening complete with principles and a renewed 
i nterest in the welfare of others who suffer like we do. Our 
criticisms and hurt feelings make us imagine that we are greater 
or lesser than someone . The pain which comes from these feelings 
requires us to make peace with our group in some way so that we 
can get on with our recoveries. 

Because of the nature of our program, we often have to accept 
things which seem to go against common sense. Only through 
conscious contact with a power greater than ourselves can we hope 
to accept some of these things. Many living problems, group 
problems and problems affecting our unity, seem to have no 
solution until we can accept them as a reality over which we have 
no control whatsoever. Then, at least, we can truely ask for 
help with an open mind. Because of the love we have for one 
another, we sometimes have to let a member who is causing 
problems go on in their difficulty in hopes that they will in 
time come to see their inability to manage the affairs of N.A. at 
any level. Only in extreme cases is some sort of group action 
taken. We are none of us perfect people so it is generally 
thought best to stay well back from games of manipulation or 
control. Some of the changes we go through as groups of members 
take a while for us to become able to see a remedy. During these 
periods, our feelings of unity may suffer. We can get so caught 
up in things that it seems irrelevant to take the simpliest view 
point. We can feel p-0werful and fall to error that way or feel 
that we are the only ones experiencing difficulty coming to terms 
with things the way they are and fall prey to the same error, 
namely we stop communicating our real feelings. we build a house 
of cards which always falls in on us. Cut off from the relief we 
should be finding at meetings, we seek to reinforce our own sick 
position by persuading others to our point of view. We seetn to 
forget the effects we may be having on others. Meanwhile N.A. 
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goes on. Just as their can be no conflict between spiritual 
principles, there can be no real conflict between spiruitual 
people. Appearances to the side, all we can engage in as ~embers 
of N.A. is lovers quarrels and most of the suffering comes from 
different viewpoints or differences of information. It is 
natural to want to side with our friends. We can also, for the 
sake of unity, examine the other persons point of view and 
achieve some benefit. we can learn to hold our tongues when we 
would speak badly of another member. The old saying, love will 
find a way, seems to apply here, but for our purposes, our love 
must be very real to carry us through. 

It is impossible to address unity without addressing 
feelings. Too often we have seen members shroud themselves in 
mystery and evasive action, when they could be enjoying 
themselves. Going against any one of the Traditions affects the 
ways members feel about their Program. When any of our members 
feel that N,A. is not •tor real• their surrender is threatened 
and they may be cut off from the help they need to stay clean, 
stay happy and stay alive. These members are often on the 
sidelines and hear disturbing accusations and justifications 
wb-ich malre them question the spiritual nature of O\,ft bas-fo 
message of recovery from addiction. They may not stay around to 
see the problems resolved. If they are involved with the 
participants, they may get in over their heads and flounder amid 
heated debates or waste away during the cold war periods, when 
members are giving the other side a chance to cool off or growing 
through a process of self examination. 

We have a right to be happy today and feel good about N.A. 
Sooner or later, we all make mistakes, especially when something 
we love is at stake. Without spiritual principles to guide us, 
we will take measures to insure against loss of what we love and 
this generally leads to a real mess. It is not the purpose or 
function of our service committees or service structure to keep 
N.A. alive. Thank God! No service COflllllittee in the world can 
keep even one addict clean. Only another member who cares can do 
that. The most important and the only essential service we can 
perform is that of personal service, directly filling the need of 
another addict who needs our help. It has been said that we 
don't even need a service structure. This might seem to be true 
for some rugged individualists at times in their recovery but 
where would they be if there had been no hotline, no B&I meeting, 
no literature, no meeting directory, no meeting or no member 
willing to talk to them when they first came in. We have needs 
as members and as groups which we would have to go to some 
trouble to meet without our N.A. service structure . Through N.A. 
we each pay a part of the price it takes to get our service need 
met, We can all feel good about our service effort. Our trusted 
servants take the emotional and financial support we give them 
and tnneform :ii: .i:flto &Omething wonderlul. ettr-inq erl""Ses it 
might help to comment on the fact that without the resources of 
the Fellowship of N.A., our servants would be on the street 
again, This makes them truely our servants,. It is our trust 
which makes them trusted. During difficult periods, it can be 
difficult to figure out wbo is on the power trip, the group or 
the individuals. Certainly without the group, the individual 
doesn't stand a chance but how about the group? A group which 
doesn't support good servants may have to go a while without the 
things which help other groups, areas and regions prosper until 
they figure out how badly they need the individuals talents and 
energy, The group can't have servants beyond what they are able 
to encourage and support. 

This article has dealt with the feelings of our members and 
some of the interactions which affect our N.A. unity. As long as 
we can remember who we are, what we are, and where we came from, 
just that long will we be able to be grateful for what we have 
today through N.A. we are facing many changes today in N.A. but 
the Steps haven't changed and neither have the Traditions. None 
of us have to face our problems alone. In a sense we are still 
doing what we recovering addicts have always done: learning to 
use the resources available to us in N.A. to help ourselves and 
others live a better life clean. The Traditions allow us to 
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maintain t ·he spiritual nature of our Program and focus our 
energies on recovery from addiction. They k~ep us from being 
troubled by things which have nothing to do with N.A. The source 
of our unity is the feeling within each of us reflected at the 
group level. This feeling reflects our gratitude and spiritual 
growth. It is the knowledge within that everything is going to 
be OK. No matter what this one does or that one. However, any 
particular item is voted on, who gets elected, whatever trouble 
we may be having, there will still be some N.A. members to sit 
around with and say, let ' s get on with the meeting. Recovery and 
the good feeling inside we get to share in meetings and with each 
other will always be the keys to N.A. and our sense of unity. 

* * * * * A PEW FINAL NOTES * * * * * 
The response to our request for notification of those 

interested in remaining on our NEWSLINE mail list was staggering. 
Hundreds have returned the tear off address form. We will 
continue to use this forum to inform the Fellowship of news in 
the Fellowship. 

On a personal note, a growing number of the Fellowship have 
learned of the recent hospitalization of our beloved friend Jimmy 
K. Be has returned from the hospital and exploratory sur9ery for 
additional rest and recuperation. Be will certainly need rest 
and the thousands of us who love Jimmy can help in the 
recuperation by letting the phone remain silent but keep him in 
our prayers and sending our love to him via his post office 
addreos, wb~~· sun Valley, Ca. , 91353-1523. 
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